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abstract
According to a historical rule of thumb, which is widely used in routers, the buffer size
of each output link of a router should be set to the product of the bandwidth and the
average round-trip time. However, it is very difficult to satisfy this buffer requirement
for ultra-high-speed dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) networks with the
current technology. Recently, many researchers have challenged the rule of thumb and
have proposed various buffer sizing strategies requiring less buffer. Most of them were
proposed for electronic routers with input and output buffering. However, shared buffering
is a strong candidate for future DWDM optical packet switching (OPS) networks because
of its high efficiency. As all links use the same buffer space, the wavelength count and
nodal degree have a big impact on the size requirements of shared buffering. In this paper,
we present a new buffer scaling rule showing the relationship between the number of
wavelengths, nodal degree, and the required shared buffer size. By an extensive simulation
study, we show that the buffer requirement increases with O(N 0.85 W 0.85 ) for both standard
TCP and paced TCP, while XCP-paced TCP’s buffer requirement increases with O(N 1 W 0.85 )
for a wide range of N and W , where N is the nodal degree and W is the number of
wavelengths.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recent advances in optical networks such as dense
wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) networks have
allowed us to achieve ultra-high data-transmission rates
in optical networks. However, the optical and electronic
buffer technology has not been able to keep pace with
the optical data-transmission rates, which have become a
bottleneck in routers. There are three main buffer types
proposed for optical packet switching networks in the literature: electronic RAM, optical RAM, and fiber delay line
(FDL)-based buffering. Electronic RAM allows O(1) reading
operation when the output port is free. However, electronic buffering requires the conversion of optical packets to the electronic domain. As the operating speed of the
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electronic components and electromagnetic interference
limit the packet bit rate to about 10 Gbps [1], an electronic
approach to direct opto–electro–opto (O/E /O) conversion
is not a feasible solution. Recently, Takahashi et al. [1]
showed that an optoelectronic approach using parallelized
all-optical convertors could achieve fast O/E /O conversion.
However, the size and the speed of electronic RAM are still
bottlenecks as router manufacturers must use large, slow,
off-chip DRAMs to satisfy large buffer requirements [2].
Currently, the only available solution to all-optical buffering is switching the contended packets to long fiber delay
lines (FDLs). However, FDLs have severe limitations such as
signal attenuation and high space requirements in routers,
due to the very long fiber lines. It is very difficult to achieve
RAM-like O(1) reading operation of variable-length packets in FDL buffers, so FDLs may limit the achievable utilization of links and increase the rate of packet drops. On the
other hand, all-optical RAM is still being researched [3].
Optical RAM has several advantages over FDLs and electronic RAM. It solves the problems with FDLs such as lack of
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Table 1
Buffer scaling rules.
Author

Traffic

Utilization (%)

Buffer size per link

Rule of thumb [5]
Appenzeller et al. [2]
Avrachenkov et al. [6]
Gorinsky et al. [7]
Enachescu et al. [8]

TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
Paced TCP

100
near 100
near 100
over 75
80–90

B×T
√
(B × T )/ F
2
(B × T ) /(32 × F 3 )
2×N ×M
O(log S )

real O(1) reading operation, signal attenuation, and bulkiness. Furthermore, optical RAM may have lower power and
space requirements than FDLs and electronic RAM. For example, Shinya et al. [4] demonstrated a photonic crystalbased all-optical bit memory operating at very low power.
However, each photonic cell can buffer only a single bit,
so all wavelengths must share the same buffer space, like
in electronic RAM buffering. Moreover, optical RAM is not
expected to have a large capacity soon. Therefore, even
a small decrease in the buffer requirements may have a
high impact on the realization of RAM-buffered high-speed
WDM OPS networks.
According to a historical rule of thumb [5], which is
widely used in routers, the buffer size of each output link
of a router should be set to the product of the bandwidth
(BW) and the average round-trip time (RTT). DWDM is capable of ultra-high data rates in excess of 1 Pbit (petabit)
per fiber, and many network operators and router manufacturers currently follow a guideline of 250 ms of buffer
size per link, which would require 250 Tbits of ultra-highspeed buffer per fiber. Recently, many researchers have
challenged the rule of thumb and proposed new rules requiring less buffer. Some of them are listed in Table 1,
where B is the bandwidth of the link, T is the round-trip
time (RTT), F is the number of TCP flows on the link, N is the
nodal degree, M is the maximum segment size (MSS), and
S is the TCP congestion window size. All of these rules and
guidelines were proposed for output RAM buffered routers.
A detailed comparison of these proposals is available in [9].
The well-known bursty behavior of TCP [10] is the main
problem limiting the decrease in buffer requirements, because the bursty behavior of TCP results in a high packet
drop rate in very small buffered networks. A general solution to solving this problem is to apply pacing, which
delays packets according to a special criterion that decreases the short-term burstiness and hence smooths the
network traffic. It is well known that applying pacing at
TCP senders (paced TCP) dramatically decreases the buffer
requirements [11]. However, this method requires changing the TCP sender or receivers. Another possible method
for pacing is shaping the traffic at the edge or core nodes.
We recently proposed using an explicit congestion control protocol (XCP)-based architecture [12] for pacing at
the edge nodes without changing the TCP [13]. We found
that our architecture could achieve high utilization and a
low packet drop ratio with TCP flows in very small RAMbuffered OPS networks, even better than those with TCP
pacing [14].
As shared buffering allows more efficient use of a
RAM buffer than output buffering, it decreases the total
buffer requirement in the router [15]. There is ongoing
research on realization of a WDM OPS router with such

a RAM-based buffer, which is fully shared by all links
and wavelengths [16]. However, the required shared
buffer capacity is still unclear. Most of the papers on the
performance of shared buffers in the literature present
only the packet drop rate of different shared buffer
architectures. They do not propose a guideline for sizing
shared buffers for TCP traffic. Moreover, most of the papers
on OPS networks with shared buffers use only FDL-based
buffering with limitations like fixed packet or slot size.
Unlike output buffering, which is a single-output queue,
shared buffering is a multiple-output queue, so the nodal
degree (N) has a big impact on the buffer requirements.
Moreover, all the wavelengths use the same buffer space
in optoelectronic and optical RAM, so the wavelength
number (W ) must be taken into account, too. Additional
N and W dimensions make the analytical analysis of
RAM-based shared buffering optical routers much more
complex than that of the RAM-based output buffering of
electronic routers. In this paper, we present a new buffer
scaling rule showing the relationship between the number
of wavelengths, nodal degree, and the required shared
buffer size. We estimate the buffer scaling parameters for
TCP, paced TCP, and XCP-based edge node pacing by an
extensive simulation study.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work on TCP and XCP pacing.
Section 3 describes the XCP pacing and switch architecture. Section 4 describes the simulation methodology and
presents the simulation results. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section 5.
2. Related work
This section describes TCP and XCP pacing architectures.
2.1. TCP pacing
TCP pacing is defined as transmitting ACK (data) packets according to a special criterion, instead of immediately
transmitting when data (ACK) packets arrive [17]. TCP pacing was initially proposed as a solution to ACK compression [17]. Kulik et al. [18] proposed using paced TCP to
solve the problems with queuing bottlenecks by smoothing the bursty behavior of TCP traffic. It is well known
that bursty traffic produces high packet losses, and low
throughput, especially in small buffered networks [11].
Applying pacing at TCP senders (paced TCP) by evenly spacing the TCP data packets sent into the network over an
entire round-trip time was shown to decrease the burstiness and thus the buffer requirements, dramatically [11].
Enachescu et al. [8] recently proposed that O(log S ) buffers
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are sufficient, where S is the maximum congestion window
size of flows when packets are sufficiently paced by modifying TCP senders to use paced TCP or by using slow access links. This is known as the Stanford tiny-buffer model.
However, the O(log S ) buffer size depends on the maximum congestion window size of TCP flows, which may
change. Moreover, using slow access links is not ideal when
there are applications that require large bandwidth on the
network. Using paced TCP for these applications by replacing TCP senders with paced versions, which are not standard TCP, can be difficult. Furthermore, while paced TCP
improves performance in small-buffered networks, it is
shown to have significantly worse performance than standard TCP in general [11], so paced TCP may not be good
choice for the heterogeneous Internet environment. It may
be better to apply pacing only where the pacing is necessary.
2.2. Edge node pacing
The main authors of the Stanford tiny-buffer model
recently commented that when their initial conditions
(using slow access links or modifying the TCP) [8] did
not hold, traffic shapers could be used at the edge to
space out packets entering the network in order to apply
the Stanford tiny-buffer model [19]. This can be a more
practical solution than changing the TCP or limiting the link
capacity. Applying pacing to aggregate traffic at the edge
nodes can decrease the traffic burstiness and hence reduce
the buffer requirements. Moreover, it can also smooth the
UDP traffic and protect a small buffered network from
the burstiness of any misbehaving flows. We recently
proposed using an explicit congestion control protocol
(XCP)-based architecture for pacing at the edge nodes [13].
The edge nodes calculate the pacing rate by exchanging
probe packets with other edge nodes. We found that
our architecture could achieve high utilization and a low
packet drop rate with TCP flows in very small optical RAMbuffered OPS networks, which were even better than those
with TCP pacing [14].
3. Architecture
This section describes the XCP pacing and switch
architecture in detail.
3.1. XCP basics
XCP [12] is a congestion control algorithm specifically
designed for high-bandwidth and large-delay networks.
XCP core routers periodically update their link control
parameters calculated by an Efficiency Controller (EC) and
Fairness Controller (FC) according to link utilization, spare
bandwidth and buffer occupancy. The XCP sender agent
at the ingress edge node sends its traffic rate information
to the XCP receiver at the egress edge node in the header
of data packets or a probe packet. On the way to the
XCP receiver, XCP core routers read this information and
calculate a feedback that shows the desired traffic rate
change for this XCP flow, and update the feedback header
of the packet, if necessary. The XCP receiver sends back the
final feedback to the XCP sender, which updates its sending
rate accordingly.

3.1.1. Efficiency Controller (EC)
The Efficiency Controller is responsible for maximizing
the link utilization by controlling the input aggregate
traffic. Every router calculates the amount of desired
increase or decrease on the aggregate traffic of each output
port by the formula Φ = α · S − β · Q /d, where Φ is the
total amount of desired change in input traffic, α and β are
the spare bandwidth control and queue control parameters
respectively, d is the control decision interval, S is the spare
bandwidth that is the difference between the link capacity
and input traffic in the last control interval, and Q is the
persistent queue size.
3.1.2. Fairness Controller (FC)
After calculating the aggregate feedback Φ , the Fairness
Controller is responsible for fairly distributing the Φ to
all flows according to an AIMD-based control. When Φ is
positive, the transmission rate of all flows is increased by
the same amount. When Φ is negative, the transmission
rate of each flow is decreased proportionally to the flow’s
current transmission rate. Bandwidth shuffling, which
redistributes a small amount of traffic among flows, is
used for achieving fairness faster when Φ is small. Shuffled
traffic is calculated by h = max(0, γ · u − |Φ |), where γ is
the shuffling parameter and u is the aggregate input traffic
rate in the last control interval.
When a router receives a packet containing feedback,
if its own calculated feedback is smaller than the one in
the header, it updates the feedback in the header with its
own feedback. Otherwise, it does not change the feedback
available in the header. When an XCP source agent
receives an XCP feedback, it updates its congestion window
size according to the formula cwnd = max(cwnd +
H_feedback, s), where s is the packet size and H_feedback
is the feedback in the ACK packet.
3.2. Rate-based paced XCP
In [13], we showed that XCP-based edge node pacing
can be used as an intra-domain traffic shaping (pacing)
and congestion control protocol in a small buffered OPS
network domain. In this architecture, when there is traffic
between two edge nodes, first a macro flow (like an LSP in
GMPLS) is established between the edge nodes, as shown
in Fig. 1. The XCP sender agent on the ingress edge node
multiplexes the incoming TCP and UDP flows and applies
leaky bucket pacing to the macro flow according to the rate
calculated by the XCP. The receiver XCP agent on the egress
edge node demultiplexes the macro flow and forwards the
TCP and UDP packets to their destinations.
Each macro flow sends its feedback in a separate probe
packet once in every control period like in Simplified XCPbased Core Stateless Fair Queuing [12] and TeXCP [20],
instead of writing feedback to packet headers, so there is
no need for calculating a per-packet feedback. The probe
packets are carried on a separate single control channel
wavelength with low transmission rate, which allows
applying an electronic conversion for updating the XCP
feedback in packet headers and buffering the probe packets
in a slow electronic RAM in case of a contention.
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Fig. 1. XCP-based edge node pacing architecture.

Fig. 2. Switch architecture.

3.3. Switch architecture
We simulated a shared buffered and wavelength partitioned OXC (optical cross-connect) switch architecture, as
seen in Fig. 2. There are W wavelengths and the nodal degree is N. There is a single RAM-based shared buffer with a
size of NW × NW that is connected to all switching planes.
The shared buffer can be either electronic or optical as long
as it operates as a RAM. There are W wavelength switching
planes connected to the input/output links and the shared
buffer. Therefore, each wavelength switching plane has a
size 2N × 2N. The simulated switch architecture is almost the same as the switch architecture currently being
researched in NTT’s Photonic Packet Router Project [16].
One difference is that, in NTT’s architecture, each switching plane is connected to the shared buffer by a single port,
which makes the switch a blocking switch, while decreasing the number of switching layer and shared buffer ports.
When multiple packets collide simultaneously on a wavelength, only a single packet can be forwarded to the buffer.
Deflection routing was proposed for blocked contending
packets. Moreover, the buffer can forward only a single
packet at a time to the output links at each wavelength,
which decreases the overall performance. For the sake of
simplicity, we used a strictly non-blocking switch that does
not require deflection routing, so each switching plane is
connected to the shared buffer by N ports.

Fig. 3. Star topology.

4. Evaluation
This section discusses our evaluation of the buffer scaling rule of a shared buffered switch, showing the relationship between the number of wavelengths, nodal degree,
and the required shared buffer size.
4.1. Simulation settings
The shared buffered WDM switch architecture and
algorithms were implemented over ns version 2.32 [21]. A
star topology shown in Fig. 3 was used in the simulations.
There was a single core node for switching the packets. The
propagation delay of the links were uniformly distributed
between 1 ms to 10 ms. Non-paced standard TCP Reno and
paced TCP Reno were used as the traffic sources. The TCP
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flows started randomly and sent traffic between randomly
selected edge node pairs according to a uniform traffic
matrix. The average number of TCP flows per wavelength
on each single-way link was 150. The total simulation time
was 40 s. The IP datagram for TCP data (ACK) packets
was 1500 Bytes (40 Bytes), so a TCP data (ACK) segment
was 1480 Bytes (20 Bytes). The maximum congestion
window size (S) of the TCP was set to 20 packets. All the
data wavelengths had a 1 Gbps capacity. There were no
wavelength convertors, so the wavelength continuity was
preserved. XCP’s α, β and γ parameters were chosen as
0.2, 0.056, and 0.05, respectively, as explained and used
in [13]. TCP data and ACK packets are carried in separate
XCP macroflows in order to prevent ACK compression. We
simulated using N = 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and W = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16,
32 to test a wide range of switch sizes.
4.2. Methodology
Our aim was to estimate the effect of nodal degree (N)
and wavelength count (W ) on the buffer size requirements
to achieve the same performance in terms of average flow
goodput and wavelength utilization. Therefore, we tried
to keep the other simulation settings constant as much as
possible. We changed the average number of TCP flows
per edge node pair depending on the N value according
to the formula 150/(N − 1) in order to keep the average
number of TCP flows per wavelength on a link constant
in all simulations. We assumed that there was no selfdestined input traffic (namely, a packet coming from input
port k is switched to return back to the same link via output
port k). As there were N edge nodes each sending traffic to
all other N − 1 edge nodes, there were around 150N TCP
flows on each wavelength layer in the network. When a
new wavelength is added to the network, the same traffic
matrix as the first wavelength was applied by creating new
TCP flows for the new wavelength layer in order to keep
the average number of flows per wavelength on each link
the same. Therefore a core router with nodal degree N and
wavelength count W carried a total of around 150NW TCP
flows.
As the average number of flows per wavelength on a
link is the same in all simulations, we can expect to achieve
the same per flow goodput under different wavelength
counts and nodal degrees as long as the packet drop rate
and buffering delay in the router is controlled by changing
the capacity of shared buffer. Buffering delay may be
negligible when the buffer is small, but it can affect the
goodput as the buffer gets larger. By applying a curve
fitting based on the simulation results, we estimated an
approximate buffer scaling rule, which shows the effect of
wavelength count and nodal degree, with the formula
B = C (N − c )a W b ,

(1)

where B is the shared buffer size, C is the buffer scaling
variable, N is the nodal degree, c is the nodal degree
normalization constant, a is the order of the nodal degree
constant, W is the wavelength count, and b is the order
of the wavelength count constant. The variable C may
be further decomposed into other parameters such as
maximum congestion window size, number of flows per

wavelength, bandwidth, MSS, etc. As there would be no
traffic passing through the switch, N being equal to 1 is
meaningless. Furthermore, when N is equal to 2, the buffer
is unnecessary, because there would be no contention or
overutilization in the core switch as the traffic would just
pass through the router without any multiplexing. As the
minimum meaningful value of N is 3, the constant c is
necessary for normalizing N in the formula.
4.3. Standard TCP results
First, we simulated the star topology with standard TCP
traffic without any pacing and calculated the average flow
goodput on the first wavelength. Plotting the goodput in all
simulations in a single figure does not give much insight, so
we divided the results into subfigures based on the N value,
as seen in Fig. 4. The x-axis plots the core link buffer size on
a log scale and the y-axis plots the average flow goodput
in terms of Bytes/s. It is clear that the buffer requirements
increase as we increase N and W . Some simulation results
with W = 16 are missing in Fig. 4(f), because a very
long simulation time (over 7 weeks) is required for each
point in that region. However, the results in the figure
are more than enough for estimating and checking the
buffer scaling parameters. First, we estimated the order of
dependency on W . The dependency on W can be written
as B = CTW W bT , where CTW is the buffer scaling variable
for W and bT is the order of wavelength count, all for
standard TCP. After a simple curve fitting by trial and error,
we obtained bT = 0.85. As seen in Fig. 5, which plots CTW
versus the average flow goodput, all lines overlap in each
subplot. We get almost the same goodput at the same CTW
and N value, independent of W . This clearly shows that the
shared buffer requirement of standard TCP increases with
O(W 0.85 ).
As a next step, we estimated the dependency on N,
which can be done by expanding CTW into CTW = CT (N −
cT )aT , where CT is the general buffer scaling variable for
W and N, cT is the normalizing constant, and aT is the
order of nodal degree for standard TCP. Fig. 5 shows that,
at the same goodput level, CTW is a positive function of N.
After some curve fitting by trial and error (see Fig. 5), we
estimated aT = 0.85 and cT = 1.3. Putting the estimated
parameters into Eq. (1) gives
B = CT (N − 1.3)0.85 W 0.85 ,

(2)

which means that the buffer requirement of standard
TCP increases with O(N 0.85 W 0.85 ). Fig. 6, which plots
CT versus the average flow goodput, shows that, with
the approximation in Eq. (3), the average flow goodput
behaves like a positive function of CT independent of N and
W , especially when the link is underutilized. There is some
deviation when N = 3 and CT < 10 000. However, the
deviation completely disappears when N ≥ 4, so it may
be better to use minimum N = 4 for scaling. There is a
goodput error margin of around 10% at CT > 100 000,
where the flow goodput and wavelength utilization are
almost maximized. The reason is that as the number of
flows and flow arrival times on the first wavelength are
random variables that change with N, so there is some
deviation at the average maximum flow goodput at full
utilization for different N values.
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Fig. 4. The average flow goodput of standard TCP for N between 3 and 64.

4.4. Paced TCP results
We repeated the same procedure as that in Section 4.3
in order to estimate the buffer scaling parameters in B =
CP (N −cP )aP W bP , where CP , cP , aP , and bP are the paced TCP
counterparts of the parameters in Section 4.3. Fig. 7 plots
the core link buffer size versus the average flow goodput
of paced TCP. First, we estimated the order of dependency
on W in the formula B = CPW W bP , where CPW is the buffer
scaling variable for W and bP is the order of wavelength
count for paced TCP. After a simple curve fitting by trial
and error, we obtained bP = 0.85, where we got almost the
same goodput at the same CPW and N value, independent of
W , as in Fig. 5. As a next step, we estimated the dependency
on N, which can be done by expanding CPW into CPW =
CP (N −cP )aP , where CP is the general buffer scaling variable,
cP is the normalizing constant, and aP is the order of nodal
degree for paced TCP. After some curve fitting by trial and
error, we obtained aP = 0.85 and cP = 1.3. Putting the
estimated parameters into Eq. (1) gives
B = CP (N − 1.3)

0.85

W

0.85

,

(3)

which means that the buffer requirement increases with
O(N 0.85 W 0.85 ), which is the same as for standard TCP in
Section 4.3. Fig. 8, which plots CP versus the average flow
goodput, shows that, with the approximation in Eq. (3),
there is some deviation when N = 3 and CP < 1000 as

in Section 4.3. The deviation completely disappears when
N ≥ 4. Also, there is a relatively high goodput variation at
CP > 10 000. The reason is that paced TCP is plagued by
the synchronized packet drops in large buffers [11], which
decreases the achievable goodput as the synchronization
level increases.
4.5. XCP-paced TCP results
As a last step, we repeated the same procedure as that
in Section 4.3 in order to estimate the XCP-paced TCP
buffer scaling parameters CXW , CX , cX , aX , and bX . Fig. 9
plots the core link buffer size versus the average flow
goodput of XCP-paced TCP. First, we estimated the order of
dependency on W by curve fitting; we obtained bX = 0.85.
After some curve fitting by trial and error, we obtained
aX = 0.85 and cX = 2.2. Putting the estimated parameters
into Eq. (1) gives
B = CX (N − 2.2)1 W 0.85 ,

(4)

which means that the buffer requirement increases with
O(N 1 W 0.85 ). Fig. 10, which plots CX versus the average
flow goodput, shows that the approximation in Eq. (4) fits
almost perfectly, especially when link is underutilized. As
the average maximum flow goodput changes with N, there
is some very small deviation at CX > 3000.
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Fig. 5. The average flow goodput of standard TCP versus CTW for N between 3 and 64.

Fig. 6. The average flow goodput of standard TCP versus CT .

4.6. Comparison of XCP-paced TCP and paced TCP goodput
Fig. 11 plots the goodput improvement ratio of XCPpaced standard TCP over paced TCP in terms of percentage
versus shared buffer size. It shows that XCP-paced TCP

always has better or the same goodput as paced TCP. Up
to 50% goodput improvement is achieved when N is small,
because CX is smaller than CP and cX is larger than cP . As
we increase N, the goodput improvement diminishes as
expected, because XCP-paced TCP has a buffer requirement
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Fig. 7. The average flow goodput of paced TCP for N between 3 and 64.

Fig. 8. The average flow goodput of paced TCP versus CP .

of O(N 1 ) while paced TCP has a buffer requirement of
O(N 0.85 ). One can also think that the buffer requirement
for XCP-paced TCP may become higher than that for paced
TCP, when N is very high. However, Fig. 11 shows that XCPpaced TCP and paced TCP converge to the same goodput

as N is increased. The reason is that XCP-paced TCP
paces macro flows instead of pacing individual TCP flows.
Enachescu et al. [8] proved that multiplexing many paced
TCP (not standard TCP) flows causes Poisson-like traffic.
While Poisson traffic is less bursty than standard TCP
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Fig. 9. The average flow goodput of XCP-paced standard TCP for N between 3 and 64.

Fig. 10. The average flow goodput of XCP-paced standard TCP versus CX .

traffic, it is considerably burstier than a single paced TCP
flow. As the number of multiplexing paced flows increases,
the aggregate traffic becomes more and more Poissonlike and thus burstier. As XCP-paced TCP paces macro
flows, which aggregates TCP flows, it allows multiplexing

a much smaller number of paced flows at a time. Therefore
XCP-paced TCP traffic is less bursty than paced TCP when
there are many TCP flows per macro flow and the number
of macro flows is low, which was the case when N was
small in the simulations. For example, the mean number
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Fig. 11. Goodput improvement ratio of XCP-paced standard TCP over paced TCP.

of one-way TCP flows per wavelength on each link is
150 (excluding the ACK packets of returning flows). TCP
data and ACK packets are carried in separate macroflows,
which means that there are two macro flows from each
ingress edge node to egress edge node. However, ACK
traffic is much lower than data traffic in the simulations,
so ACK macroflows can be neglected. When N is 3, as in
Fig. 11(a), there are only two macro flows for data packets
per wavelength on each link, which means that each data
macro flow carries around 75 TCP flows. Multiplexing of
only two paced macro flows creates a much smoother
traffic than multiplexing of 150 paced TCP flows, so XCPpaced TCP has much lower buffer requirements than paced
TCP. However, when N is 64, as in Fig. 11(f), there are 63
macro flows for data packets per wavelength on each link,
which means that each macro flow only carries an average
of 2.3 TCP flows. As the numbers of macro flows and TCP
flows are close to each other, the traffic characteristics of
paced TCP and XCP-paced TCP become similar. As each
macroflow should carry at least one TCP flow, we can
expect the XCP-paced TCP to have almost the same buffer
requirements under the worst case scenario.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new buffer scaling
rule showing the relationship between the number of
wavelengths, nodal degree, and the required shared buffer
size. Through an extensive simulation study, we showed

that the buffer requirement increases with O(N 0.85 W 0.85 )
for both standard TCP and paced TCP, while XCP-paced
TCP’s buffer requirement increases with O(N 1 W 0.85 ),
under a wide range of N and W values. We evaluated the
parameters for an approximate buffer scaling rule with the
formula B = C (N − c )a W b . We showed that the scaling
rule applies when the wavelengths are both underutilized
and fully utilized. These guidelines can be very useful
in estimating the buffer requirements of routers with
different sizes easily. Simply by doing a single simulation
or experiment to calculate the shared buffer requirement
of a very small router with only four links and a single
wavelength, we can estimate the buffer requirement of a
very large router with many links and wavelengths under
the same traffic load, without doing very long simulations
or building a big real router for testing. Moreover, when
there are routers with different W and N in the network,
we can easily estimate the buffer requirement for each
router in order to provide an adequate packet drop rate and
buffering delay to flows at all routers along the network.
Even if the buffer scaling parameters differ due to a
different TCP variant, MSS, network configuration, etc., it
is likely that the new scaling parameters can be estimated
by applying the same procedure as that used in this paper.
As future work, we will try to estimate the buffer scaling
parameters for non-uniform traffic. We will simulate mesh
architectures to evaluate the applicability on multihop
networks. We will try to further decompose and formulate
C in terms of other network parameters such as maximum
congestion window size, number of TCP flows and
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macroflows per wavelength, bandwidth, MSS, etc. Also, we
will calculate the buffer requirements of a blocking switch
where each switching plane is connected to the shared
buffer by fewer than N ports. Such a switch may further
decrease the router cost by decreasing the switching fabric
size.
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